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ABSTRACT 
Google requires Android apps which handle users' personal data 
such as photos and contacts information to post a privacy policy 
which describes comprehensively how the app collects, uses and 
shares users' information. Unfortunately, while knowing why 
the app wants to access specific users' information is considered 
very useful, permissions screen in Android does not provide 
such pieces of information. Accordingly, users reported their 
concerns about apps requiring permissions that seem to be not 
related to the apps' functions. To advance toward practical 
solutions that can assist users in protecting their privacy, a 
technique to automatically discover the rationales of dangerous 
permissions requested by Android apps, by extracting them from 
apps' privacy policies, could be a great advantage. However, 
before being able to do so, it is important to bridge the gap 
between technical terms used in Android permissions and natural 
language terminology in privacy policies. In this paper, we 
recorded the terminology used in Android apps' privacy policies 
which describe usage of dangerous permissions. The semi-
automated approach employs NLP and IE techniques to map 
privacy policies' terminologies to Android dangerous 
permissions. The mapping links 128 information types to Android 
dangerous permissions. This mapping produces semantic 
information which can then be used to extract the rationales of 
dangerous permissions from apps' privacy policies. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
Many mobile apps collect users' personal information. In 
order to protect users' privacy, the Android security model 
requires apps to declare the permissions they need to access in 
the manifest file [1]. However, users reported their concerns 
about apps requiring permissions that seem to be not related to 
the apps' functions [2,3]. 
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Google requires apps which handle sensitive or personal user 
information to post a privacy policy which comprehensively 
describes how the app collects, uses and shares users' information 
[4]. However, many users don't read privacy policies and ignore 
them. This is not because they don't care about their privacy, but 
because privacy policies are too long and some information is 
hidden in the text [5].  
It is challenging for users to know how their data are being 
used by Android apps, thereby make it difficult for them to assess 
potential risks [6]. Providing users with rationales of requested 
permissions by extracting them from the apps' privacy policies 
can play an important role in addressing users' doubts and 
unanswered questions. Before being able to do so, we need first to 
bridge the gap between technical terms used in Android 
permissions and natural language terminology in privacy policies. 
In this work, we recorded privacy policies' terminologies which 
describe usage of dangerous permissions. We chose to address 
dangerous permissions only in Android for the following reasons: 
first, our study is motivated by users' privacy concerns, hence we 
only considered dangerous permissions that may affect users' 
privacy. Second, these are the permissions that the user has a 
control of in the Android device setting, by allowing or revoking 
them at any time. 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we 
detail the method used to extract privacy policies' terminologies 
that are related to Android dangerous permissions.  In Sections 3 
we present the results and discuss them. Finally, we draw the 
conclusion in Section 4. 
 
2  METHODOLOGY 
In order to construct our data set of Android apps' privacy 
policies, the top 100 Android apps were chosen from Google play. 
The chosen apps covered all Google Play categories. Since some 
apps don't provide a privacy policy link on Google Play, and 
some apps share the same privacy policy document (i.e., Google 
apps that share the same Google privacy policy document) and 
we only consider English privacy policies, we ended up with 73 
available unique English privacy policies as our data set. The 
process of choosing top Android apps from Google play market 
took place on December 7th 2017. The methodology used to map 
privacy policies' terminologies to Android dangerous permissions 
is illustrated in detail in the following sections. 
 
2.1  Pre-Process the Privacy Policy 
Since the HTML privacy policy's file contains meta tags, 
JavaScript, style, website navigation, etc., we need first to 
navigate through HTML tags and pull the privacy policy text out 
of it. To do so, we used Beautiful Soup Python Library [7]. After 
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that, the privacy policy text was segmented into sentences.  We 
used the Natural Language Toolkit [8] for sentence segmentation. 
Then, the privacy policy text was converted to lowercase.  
 
2.2  Extract Data Collection, Usage, Sharing and 
Retaining Practices 
In the second step, we want to extract sentences containing 
data collection, usage, sharing and retaining practices in privacy 
policy document.  In order to do so, we extracted all sentences 
containing any of the most common used verbs in privacy 
policies which represent collecting, using, sharing or retaining of 
user's information. These common verbs are based on [9] and 
[10] studies. From the first study, we only included verbs that 
specify a collection, usage, sharing, or retaining data practice. 
Other verbs such as "notify" which is used to make users aware 
of organization's data practices were excluded. On the other 
hand, in the second study, the authors traced privacy policies' 
keywords which indicate that the action is to be classified as a 
collection, usage, sharing, or retention. Therefore, all their 
resulted verbs were included in our study. 
 
2.3  Identify Information Types 
In the third step, we automatically identified noun phrases 
from the extracted sentences.  In order to identify noun phrases, 
we used TextBlob [11], a Python library for processing textual 
data. Using TextBlob, each sentence was split into tokens. Next, 
each token was assigned a part-of-speech (POS) tag, such as "VB" 
for verb, "NN" for noun and "JJ" for adjective, among others. 
Finally, noun phrases which match the patterns presented in 
Table 1 were automatically extracted. After having a set of 
identified noun phrases from each sentence, we manually 
reviewed each noun phrase. If the identified noun phrase is not 
an information type, then it is excluded.  
Finally, we manually scanned the privacy policy to include 
missed information types that are collected, used, shared or 
retained according to the specified noun phrases' patterns. This is 
to improve coverage of results and to ensure reliable ground 
truth data as privacy policies may use different ways to express 
data handling practices. 
 
Table 1: Noun phrases' patterns 
 
Noun Phrase Pattern Example 
{NN} Contacts 
{JJ} + {NN} Personal information 
{NN} + {NN} Contact list 
 
2.4  Map Information Types to Android 
Dangerous Permissions 
The resulting information types are then mapped into each 
dangerous permission (i.e., each information type can be mapped 
to one or more dangerous permission) using hypernym, synonym 
and meronym relationships. The final resulted mappings were 
reviewed by two domain experts: a lawyer and an Android 
developer. We only considered mappings where both experts 
agreed on the mapping.  
3  RESULTS 
The 73 Android apps' privacy policies consisted of a total of 
128 information types that are matched to Android dangerous 
permissions. The most interesting characteristic of the mapping 
results is the wide variety of terminologies used by privacy 
policies for dangerous permissions. For example, privacy 
policies use the terms: "address book" and "device’s phonebook" 
to describe that they are using the "Contacts" permissions. Table 
2 presents the frequency of the extracted privacy policies' 
terminologies, which are related to Android dangerous 
permissions. The table only presents a subset of the all 128 
privacy policies' terminologies. 
 
Table 2: Frequency of privacy policies' terminologies 
 
Privacy Policy's Terminology Frequency 
Personal information 74% 
Phone number/s 34% 
Location 30% 
Location information 29% 
Photo/s 27% 
Contact information 26% 
Personal data 23% 
Telephone number/s 22% 
Location data 16% 
Address 15% 
 
 
4  CONCLUSION 
In this work, we have presented a semi-automated analysis of 
the terms used in Android apps' privacy policies, with the aim of 
finding hypernym, synonym and meronym concepts and 
establishing their relationships to Android dangerous 
permissions. The results of the analysis provided 128 privacy 
policies' terminologies that are matched to Android dangerous 
permissions. The findings of this work provide the ground truth 
data for future research in which the rationales of dangerous 
permissions will be automatically extracted from Android apps' 
privacy policies. 
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